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Production ready research computing: Mind the (expectations) gap.

Production ready research computing might be considered the best paradox of the year. The
clash of the continuous delivery paradigm (CD) combined with experimental and scientific
rigour are two things that are almost unresolvable when put together. This presentation will
delve into the real world issues, experiences and problems that research computing users
face when we (as practitioners, industry professionals, scientists and facilitators) attempt to
add structure and enterprise management to scientific and research computing.

Conversely, the presentation will show the challenges that exist for enterprise and ‘structured’
approaches to process and technology management that occur when research computing
imposes its free form behaviours, constantly evolving requirements and warping expectations
upon the traditional enterprise.

How do you manage an enterprise that is changing so fast that it can’t be documented? How
do you manage a research-computing platform that is close enough to the bleeding edge that
you’re stained by the spatters?

Topics explored within the management frame of mind will include service level expectations,
platform stability, growth, scalability, capacity planning and administrative overhead.

The presentation will also cover the perspective of end users, their frustrations, their
perceptions of what research computing entails and their actual expectations upon a service.

Finally, the presentation will discuss the most contentious of objectives: Where we go next
and how we get better at this, taking a critical eye to our (collective) current efforts and what
has gone wrong, coupled with what we’ve done right.


